MIT housing philosophy
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that the floors that had strong traditions in the old house came through well, and formed strong entities; others, especially those with a high percentage of upperclassmen who graduated during the decade, didn't fare too well. It's the latter that have formed the weaker, more fragmented entities that have given blind Burton its name.16

Most students in Burton identified the suite (six-tenth residents) as their basic unit in Burton than anywhere else in the system.

Senior House, with its small size (190 students), is usually the entry, or a floor within the entry, McCormick residents in the East Tower seem to identify with their entire (which are much larger than Madison-Burton system).s)

Hacking around and doing things together are the main purpose of the social unit in Burton than anywhere else in the system. This is one area where so much of the old traditions in the old house came through well, and formed strong entities; others, especially those with a high percentage of upperclassmen who graduated during the decade, didn't fare too well. It's the latter that have formed the weaker, more fragmented entities that have given blind Burton its name.

The basic premise of diversification is that social cohesion is, in at least some instances, inversely related to the quality of the facility. The CSE found that where you had to band together just to stay alive, as one veteran put it, you had more social cohesion than MacGregor, new Burton, and McCormick, the plushest dorms on campus. This is one area where experience has proved the 93 Report false.
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The survey conducted by the CSE show that 53.9% of the dormitory residents are satisfied with the size of their basic social unit. 39.3% find it too small or medium, while 7.8% think the unit is too large. It is interesting to note that the most dissatisfied residents are those in Burton, McCormick East, Senior House, and MacGregor, while Baker, East Campus, or Middlesex entries were most satisfied with their situation.

Students seem to feel that the major purpose of the social unit is personal and social. The desire of some to meet people and make one's friends. "Hacking around" and doing things together are the main ways that units seem to become stronger. Improvements in the dorms were suggested, although traditions and "hacking around" within the entry. McCormick usually the entry, or a floor
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